Announcing CI2024 Book Signings at Thursday and Friday Lunch

We are very pleased to announce that our Thursday and Friday Lunches with Exhibitors will include book signings by two renowned authors in our field. Plural Publishing will host the book signings at their exhibit hall booth during the scheduled lunch hours. Visit the authors, Joshua Sevier on Thursday, and Warren Estabrooks on Friday. See below for more information on both authors. Plan to meet the authors at CI2024!

Book title: Complex Cochlear Implant Cases: Management and Troubleshooting

Joshua D. Sevier, AuD, LLM, F-AAA, CCC-A, is a cochlear implant audiologist and Clinical Program Manager for the Cochlear Implant Program at the University of Chicago Medicine. Prior to his current position, he was an Assistant Professor of Practice in the Department of Special Education and Communication Disorders at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln and Cochlear Implant Research Audiologist at Boys Town National Research Hospital. Dr. Sevier is also the founder and former coordinator of the Cochlear Implant Programs at both the University of Nebraska-Lincoln and Children’s Hospital of Omaha in Nebraska. He has published peer-reviewed articles, presented at numerous conferences, and taught cochlear implant programming courses for multiple universities.
Book title: Auditory-Verbal Therapy: Science, Research, and Practice

Warren Estabrooks, M.Ed., Dip. Ed. Deaf, LSLS Cert. AVT, is President and CEO of WE Listen International, a global consulting company in Toronto, Ontario, Canada. He and his consulting team provide professional education, training, and development in Listening and Spoken Language through Auditory-Verbal Therapy for practitioners who work with children who are deaf and hard of hearing and their families around the world. Formerly, Mr. Estabrooks was Director of the Auditory Learning Centre of the Learning to Listen Foundation at North York General Hospital in Toronto. He was a Founding Director of Auditory-Verbal International and a Founding Director of the AG Bell Academy for Listening and Spoken Language. He is the honored patron of the Warren Estabrooks Centre of Colombo, Sri Lanka, Soundsteps of Mumbai and London and the Warren Estabrooks Speakers' Series of SoundIntuition, Toronto. He is a Canadian of Distinction, recipient of many professional and humanitarian awards, and he has made numerous significant contributions to the literature.